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Administration of Justice
Judicial reform in Taiwan: institutionalising democracy and the diffusion of law / Annalisa Ciampi, editor. Abingdon, Oxon; Routledge 2020
TC Law Library General Collection KNP12 .C45 2020

Biography
TC Law Library General Collection KF8745.T48 M34 2019

Business Organizations
The Cambridge handbook of corporate law, corporate governance and sustainability / Meera E. Deo, editor. Cambridge, United Kingdom; Cambridge University Press 2020
TC Law Library General Collection K1315 .C36 2020

Children
The Routledge international handbook of young children's rights / Abingdon, Oxon; Routledge 2020
TC Law Library General Collection K639 .R67 2020

Citizenship
TC Law Library General Collection KJE5170.A432004 G85 2019

Civil Law
Chinese civil code: the general part / Bu, Yuanshi author. München, Germany: Hart Publishing; Nomos; Verlag CH Beck 2019
TC Law Library General Collection KNQ500 .B828 2019

How European is European private international law?: sources, court practice, academic discourse / Martin Belov, editor. Cambridge: Intersentia 2019
TC Law Library General Collection KJE995 .H69 2019
**Civil Rights**

TC Law Library General Collection KF4745 .S76 2020

TC Law Library General Collection HV9950 .C79 2019

**Comparative Law**

Comparative law: mixes, movements, and metaphors / Enrico Bonadio, editor. Abingdon, Oxon ; Routledge 2020
TC Law Library General Collection K561 .C656 2020

Comparative law and legal traditions: historical and contemporary perspectives / Mousourakis, George author. Cham : Springer 2019
TC Law Library General Collection K559 .M68 2019

Modern law and otherness: the dynamics of inclusion and exclusion in comparative legal thought / Corcodel, Veronica author. Cheltenham, UK ; Edward Elgar Publishing 2019
TC Law Library General Collection K559 .C67 2019

**Conflict of Laws**

Optional choice of court agreements in private international law / Stefan Jurasisinski, editor. Cham : Springer 2020
TC Law Library General Collection K7625 .O68 2020

**Constitutional Law**

TC Law Library General Collection K3250 .H49 2020

Constitutional identity in a Europe of multilevel constitutionalism / Beate Sjåfjell, editor. Cambridge, United Kingdom ; New York, NY : Cambridge University Press 2020
TC Law Library General Collection KJC4445 .C6657 2020


India's founding moment: the constitution of a most surprising democracy / Khosla, Madhav author. Cambridge, Massachusetts : Harvard University Press 2020
TC Law Library General Collection KNS1760 .K56 2020

The constitution and government of Australia, 1788 to 1919 / Cobbett, Pitt, 1852 or 1853-1919 author. Alexandria, NSW : The Federation Press 2019
TC Law Library General Collection KU1760 .C63 2019
**Contracts**

Contract law in the construction industry context / Circo, Carl J., 1949- author. Abingdon, Oxon ; Routledge 2020
TC Law Library  General Collection KF902 .C57 2020

**Courts**

A qualified hope : the Indian Supreme Court and progressive social change / Benjamin E. Griffith, editor. Cambridge, United Kingdom ; Cambridge University Press 2019
TC Law Library  General Collection KNS3466.A67 Q35 2019

Courts, politics and constitutional law : judicialization of politics and politicization of the judiciary / Richard Bales, editor. Abingdon, Oxon ; Routledge 2020
TC Law Library  General Collection K3367 .C68 2020

TC Law Library  General Collection K2100 .S87 2019

**Criminal Law & Procedure**

Familiarity and conviction in the criminal justice system : definitions, theory, and eyewitness research / Pozzulo, Joanna author. New York, NY : Oxford University Press 2020
TC Law Library  General Collection K5483 .P69 2020

TC Law Library  General Collection K5027 .B67 2020

Legitimizing European criminal law : justification and restrictions / Kettunen, Merita. author. Cham, Switzerland : Springer 2020
TC Law Library  General Collection KJE7975 .K47 2020

Red zones : criminal law and the territorial governance of marginalized people / Sylvestre, Marie-Eve author. Cambridge, United Kingdom ; Cambridge University Press 2019
TC Law Library  General Collection K5001 .S95 2019

TC Law Library  General Collection KF9685 .B34 2019

TC Law Library  General Collection HV9960.G7 C36 2019

The Palgrave handbook of applied ethics and the criminal law / Ray Bull, editor. Cham, Switzerland : Palgrave Macmillan 2019
TC Law Library  General Collection K5018 .P355 2019

The Routledge International Handbook of Legal and Investigative Psychology / Jane Murray, editor. Abingdon, Oxon ; Routledge 2020
TC Law Library  General Collection K346 .R68 2020
**Data Protection**

Data protection law: a comparative analysis of Asia-Pacific and European approaches: European Union, Singapore, Australia, India, Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, Japan / Walters, Robert (Law teacher), author. Singapore: Springer 2019
TC Law Library General Collection K3264.C65 W35 2019

National security, personal privacy and the law: surveying electronic surveillance and data acquisition / Sharpe, Sybil author. Abingdon, Oxon ; Routledge 2020
TC Law Library General Collection K3264.C65 S49 2020

Data protection law in the EU: roles, responsibilities and liability / Van Alsenoy, Brendan author. Cambridge, United Kingdom: Intersentia 2019
TC Law Library General Collection KJE1626 .V36 2019

**Domestic Relations**

The construction of fatherhood: the jurisprudence of the European Court of Human Rights / Margaria, Alice, author. Cambridge, United Kingdom: Cambridge University Press 2019
TC Law Library General Collection KJC1189 .M37 2019

**Election Law**

TC Law Library General Collection KF4886 .A86 2020

TC Law Library General Collection KF4910 .F65 2020

Redistricting: a manual for analysts, practitioners, and citizens / Morrison, Peter A. Cham, Switzerland: Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2019
TC Law Library General Collection JK2493 .M67 2019

**Energy Law**

Renewable energy law: an international assessment / Crossley, Penelope author. Cambridge, United Kingdom: Cambridge University Press 2019
TC Law Library General Collection K3981 .C76 2019

**Environmental Law**

Environmental law and economics: theory and practice / Faure, Michael author. (Michael G.), Cambridge, United Kingdom: Cambridge University Press 2019
TC Law Library General Collection K3585 .F385 2019

**European Union**

EU law in populist times: crises and prospects / Karin Zwaan, editor. Cambridge, United Kingdom: Cambridge University Press 2020
TC Law Library General Collection KJE935 .E9 2020
Freedom of Religion

TC Law Library  General Collection K3258 .B54 2020

Human Rights

TC Law Library  General Collection KQW1650 .F67 2019

TC Law Library  General Collection K3240 .H36 2019

TC Law Library  General Collection KJC5977 .S55 2019

TC Law Library  General Collection K3243 .O37 2020

TC Law Library  General Collection K3243 .P38 2020

Immigration

TC Law Library  General Collection KJE6044 .C38 2019

Intellectual Property

TC Law Library  General Collection K1505 .H67 2019

TC Law Library  General Collection K1401 .I58 2019

The biopolitics of intellectual property : regulating innovation and personhood in the information age / Hull, Gordon, 1972- author. Cambridge, United Kingdom : Cambridge University Press 2019
TC Law Library  General Collection K1401 .H85 2019

The Cambridge handbook of copyright in street art and graffiti / Rike Krämer-Hoppe, editor. Cambridge, United Kingdom : Cambridge University Press 2019
TC Law Library  General Collection K1460 .C36 2019
**Intellectual Property (cont’d)**

The unrealized promise of the next great copyright act : U.S. copyright policy for the 21st century / Reed, Christopher S. author. Cheltenham, UK ; Edward Elgar Publishing Limited 2019
TC Law Library  General Collection KF2994 .R44 2019

**International Law**

TC Law Library  General Collection KZ7312 .C537 2019

American foreign policy ideology and the international rule of law : contesting power through the International Criminal Court / Jorgensen, Malcolm, 1982- author. Cambridge, United Kingdom ; Cambridge University Press 2020
TC Law Library  General Collection KZ4314 .M34 2020

TC Law Library  General Collection KZ3410 .J67 2020

Diplomacy and the Arctic Council / Burke, Danita Catherine author. Montreal ; McGill-Queen's University Press 2019
TC Law Library  General Collection KZ4110.P65 B87 2019

History and international law : an intertwined relationship / Christian Calliess, editor. Cheltenham, UK ; Edward Elgar Publishing 2019
TC Law Library  General Collection KZ1242 .H57 2019

TC Law Library  General Collection KZ3410 .H69 2019

Post-Cold War Anglo-American military intervention : a study of the dynamics of legality and legitimacy / Fiddes, James F.D. author. Abingdon, Oxon ; Routledge 2020
TC Law Library  General Collection KZ6368 .F53 2020

Reconstructing sovereignty / Waltermann, Antonia author. Cham, Switzerland : Springer 2019
TC Law Library  General Collection JC327 .W35 2019

TC Law Library  General Collection KZ1186.G85 C363 2019

TC Law Library  General Collection KZ3410 .N53 2019

TC Law Library  General Collection KZ1242 .B38 2019
International Law (cont’d)

The international law of belligerent occupation / Dinstein, Yoram author. Cambridge, United Kingdom ; Cambridge University Press Second edition. 2019
TC Law Library  General Collection KZ6429 .D56 2019

TC Law Library  General Collection KZ1208.C36 A156 2019

The persistence of reciprocity in international humanitarian law / Peeler, Bryan, 1969- author. Cambridge ; Cambridge University Press 2019
TC Law Library  General Collection KZ6471 .P44 2019

The roles and functions of atrocity-related United Nations commissions of inquiry in the international legal order : navigating between principle and pragmatism / Harwood, Catherine, 1985- author. Leiden ; Brill Nijhoff 2020
TC Law Library  General Collection KZ7390 .H37 2020

TC Law Library  General Collection KZ6385 .D38 2019

International Trade

The Appellate Body of the WTO and its reform / Pamela Barmash, editor. Singapore : Springer 2020
TC Law Library  General Collection K4610 .A674 2020

The conclusion and implementation of EU free trade agreements : constitutional challenges / Juan Antonio Le Clercq, editor. Cheltenham, UK ; Edward Elgar Publishing 2019
TC Law Library  General Collection KJE5177 .C66 2019

Judges

TC Law Library  General Collection KF8745.K38 M373 2019

The conscientious justice : how Supreme Court justices' personalities influence the law, the high court, and the Constitution / Black, Ryan C., 1982- author. Cambridge, United Kingdom : Cambridge University Press 2020
TC Law Library  General Collection KF8748 .B53 2020

Judicial Review

TC Law Library  General Collection KF450.D44 L39 2020
Jurisprudence

Everyday justice : law, ethnography, injustice / Seán Patrick Donlan, editor. Cambridge, United Kingdom ; Cambridge University Press 2019
TC Law Library General Collection K240 .E85 2019

Law and the relational self / Herring, Jonathan author. Cambridge, United Kingdom ; Cambridge University Press 2020
TC Law Library General Collection K231 .H49 2020

Philosophy of law : the Supreme Court's need for libertarian law / Block, Walter, 1941- author. Cham, Switzerland : Palgrave Macmillan 2019
TC Law Library General Collection K235 .B56 2019

TC Law Library General Collection K457.P82 P3513 2020

The legal mind : a new introduction to legal epistemology / Brożek, Bartosz author. Cambridge, United Kingdom ; Cambridge University Press 2020
TC Law Library General Collection K212 .B79 2020

Juvenile Justice

Due process protections for youth : defense counsel policies and disparity in the juvenile justice system / Pelletier, Emily K. author. New York, NY : Routledge 2020
TC Law Library General Collection KF9779 .P45 2020

Labor & Employment Law

The Cambridge handbook of U.S. labor law for the twenty-first century / Gerald N. Rosenberg, editor. Cambridge, United Kingdom ; Cambridge University Press 2020
TC Law Library General Collection KF3319 .C33 2019

Law of the Sea

TC Law Library General Collection KZA1145 .B58 2020

Law—Japan

TC Law Library Reserve KNX68 .J662 2020

Law—United States

TC Law Library General Collection KF352 .F7 2019
Legal Education

TC Law Library General Collection KF272 .B37 2019

TC Law Library General Collection KF279 .F78 2020

Power, legal education, and law school cultures / Mr. James J. Rigos, editor. Abingdon, Oxon ; Routledge 2020
TC Law Library General Collection K100 .P69 2020

TC Law Library General Collection K100 .T46 2019

Legal History

Languages of the law in early medieval England : essays in memory of Lisi Oliver / Jan von Hein, editor. Leuven ; Peeters 2019
TC Law Library General Collection KD554 .L363 2019

The lawful empire : legal change and cultural diversity in late Tsarist Russia / Kirmse, Stefan B. 1976- author. (Stefan Bastian), Cambridge, United Kingdom ; Cambridge University Press 2019
TC Law Library General Collection KLA130 .K57 2019

Legal Research, Writing & Publishing

TC Law Library Reserve KF240 .R63 2019

Medical Law

TC Law Library General Collection RA563.M56 M33 2020

Human germline genome modification and the right to science : a comparative study of national laws and policies / Sandra Brunnegger, editor. Cambridge, United Kingdom ; Cambridge University Press 2020
TC Law Library General Collection K3611.G46 H86 2020

Money

Credit and creed : a critical legal theory of money / Rahmatian, Andreas, 1967- author. Abingdon, Oxon ; Routledge 2020
TC Law Library General Collection K4431 .R34 2020
National Security

Reimagining the national security state: liberalism on the brink / Mr. James J. Rigos, editor. Cambridge, United Kingdom: Cambridge University Press 2020
TC Law Library General Collection KF4850.R439 2020

Practice of Law

Ten more things you need to know as in-house counsel: practical advice and successful strategies, volume 2 / Miller, Sterling (Lawyer) author. Chicago, Illinois: American Bar Association Business Law Section 2019
TC Law Library General Collection KF1425.M539 2019

The client-centered law firm: how to succeed in an experience-driven world / Newton, Jack Lamport author. [Place of publication not identified]: Blue Check Publishing 2020
TC Law Library General Collection K120.N49 2020

The value-able law firm: delivering client-focused, higher-value legal service for clients and law firms / Lauer, Steven A. author. Chicago, Illinois: American Bar Association Business Law Section 2018
TC Law Library General Collection KF311.L368 2018

Property

TC Law Library General Collection K720.K74 2019

The half breed tracts in early national America: changing concepts of land and place / Ress, David author. Cham, Switzerland: Palgrave Macmillan 2019
TC Law Library General Collection KF574.R47 2019

Refugees

TC Law Library General Collection KNQ485.R43 L584 2020

Religion

TC Law Library General Collection BM520.2.O94 2019

Roman

Law Justinian's Digest 9.2.51 in the Western legal canon: Roman legal thought and modern causality concepts / Ernst, Wolfgang, 1956- author. Cambridge: Intersentia 2019
TC Law Library General Collection KJA1117.E76 2019

Rule of Law

Rebuilding the state institutions: challenges for democratic rule of law in Mexico / Mr. James J. Rigos, editor. Cham, Switzerland: Springer 2020
TC Law Library General Collection KGF2929.R43 2020
Sex & Law

TC Law Library General Collection KE8928 .S49 2019

Technology

Blockchain, virtual currencies and ICOs: navigating the legal landscape / Jochen von Bernstorff, editor. Riverwoods, IL: Wolters Kluwer 2018
TC Law Library General Collection KF1030.E4 B57 2018

Terrorism

Accountability and review in the counter-terrorist state / Blackbourn, Jessie author. Bristol, UK: Bristol University Press 2020
TC Law Library General Collection KD8039 .B53 2020

TC Law Library General Collection KZ7220 .R43 2020

Torts

Negligence: purpose, elements, and evidence: the role of foreseeability in the law of each state / Toshihiro Abe, editor. [Place of publication not identified]: publisher not identified 2020
TC Law Library General Collection KF1250 .N44x 2020

TC Law Library General Collection KF1250 .G649 2020

Trade Regulation

TC Law Library General Collection KNQ3405 .Z483 2019

Positive integration: EU and WTO approaches towards the "trade and" debate / Mr. James J. Rigos, editor. Cham, Switzerland: Springer Nature 2020
TC Law Library General Collection KJE6569 .P67 2020

TC Law Library General Collection KJE6415 .R47 2019

 Transitional Justice

The justice of visual art: creative state-building in times of political transition / Garnsey, Eliza author. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 2020
TC Law Library General Collection K3778 .G37 2020
Trials

The Soledad children : the fight to end discriminatory IQ tests / Glick, Marty author. Houston, Texas : Arte Público Press 2019
TC Law Library General Collection KF228.D498 G55 2019

The trial of the Edmund Fitzgerald : eyewitness accounts from the U.S. Coast Guard hearings / Sony Pellissery, editor. Minneapolis : University of Minnesota Press 2019
TC Law Library General Collection KF228.E372 S38 2019

Women

Law and gender in the ancient Near East and the Hebrew Bible / Peled, Ilan author. London ; Routledge Taylor & Francis Group 2020
TC Law Library General Collection KL734 .P45 2020

TC Law Library General Collection JK1896 .D83x 2020

Women's health and the limits of law : domestic and international perspectives / Irehobhude O. Iyioha, editor. Abingdon, OXon ; Routledge 2020
TC Law Library General Collection K3601 .W66 2020